Introduction
In this paper we describe aspects of nominal compounding in Pima, a UtoAztecan language of Arizona closely related to Tohono O'odham (Papago) , discussing ways that compounds and "pseudo-compounds" are lexicalized and examining their pluralization, which is of particular interest because compound plural reduplication may appear in several (often discontinuous) locations. We close with a proposal for handling optional reduplication in a formal grammar.
Data 1.Basic Reduplication and Stress
The default pattern of pluralization (for both native words and loans) results in a copy of the initial consonant appearing immediately after the first vowel of the stem (Riggle 2003) , as in (1). If copying the initial consonant alone would produce a dispreferred coda or cluster, then the initial consonant-vowel sequence is copied, as in (2):
(1) C-copying: 'lion' mávit mámvit; 'orange' nálash nánlash (2) CV-copying: 'rock' hódai hóhodai, but not *hóhdai 'peach' ñúlash ñúñulash but not * ñúñlash Plural reduplication in Pima is extremely productive, although words like táatam 'tooth' that look inherently reduplicated generally lack plurals.
1 Primary stress in Pima overwhelmingly falls on the initial syllable of the stem (cf., for Tohono O'odham, Fitzgerald 1997) . However, object/possessive clitics like second person singular 'em-, though clearly included within the phonological word, are not stressed in words like 'em-'ú'us 'your trees' (cf. 'ú'us 'trees').
Basic Compounding
Compounding in Pima is very productive, though the language has many lexicalized compounds (Riggle and Munro 2004) . Pima has copulative (dvandva) compounds like màakai-páal 'doctor-priest' and determinative compounds like vàtopi-váinom 'fish-knife' (a knife shaped like, made out of, or adorned with fish, though not a knife used for eating or cutting fish, a knife suitable for use by fish, or a knife owned by a fish).
2 Determinative compounds in Pima are modifier-head (right-headed): for example, compare vàtopi-váinom with vàinom-vátopi 'knifefish' (a fish shaped like, made out of, or adorned with a knife). Main stress in Pima compounds falls on the rightmost stem, while every other stem in the compound gets secondary stress. This pretonic secondary stress is significantly less than primary stress, but still greater than the (lack of) stress on the clitics discussed in section 1.1, as seen in examples like 'em-vàtopi-váinom 'your fish knife'. (We are not able to compare Pima pretonic secondary stress with the Tohono O'odham posttonic secondary stress reported by Fitzgerald (e.g., 1997 ).)
Borrowed Words with Non-Initial Stress
Some Pima borrowings (mainly from Spanish) are lexically specified for noninitial stress on the syllable that was stressed in the source language: màlóoma 'acrobat' (< Sp. maromo) and vìlgóodii 'apricot' (< Sp. albaricoque) are prototypical examples, with a secondary stressed syllable before a stressed syllable with a long vowel. However, càpalíiya 'chaps' (< Sp. chaparreras), 'òvíspla 'bishop' (< Sp. obispo), and Mòndlái 'California' (< Sp. Monterrey) show that in these borrowings more than one syllable may precede the main stress, which may fall on a short vowel or diphthong.
Such words have been discussed by Miyashita (2004) , who terms their reduplication "collateral, " and Fitzgerald (1999, 2004) . Miyashita argues that stress need not be marked for these words, but falls predictably on the non-initial long vowel. We adopt a lexical account because words like 'bishop' and 'California' show non-initial stress on vowels that are not long. Words like 'apricot' illustrate another contrast between our analysis and Miyashita's: we assume that Pima indeed has a group of words that, like 'apricot', contain unstressed (final) long vowels. Following Saxton, Saxton, and Enos (1983) , but contra, e.g., Zepeda (1983) , we recognize only two degrees of vowel length for Pima. By our analysis, final short i is devoiced following most consonants, and underlying final long i surfaces as a short voiced vowel.
2.
Multiple Plural Marking in Compounds Multiple plural marking in copulative compounds occurs throughout Romance languages (Olsen 2001) , as well as in English, when the first element of the compound has an irregular plural (Baker and Bobaljik 2002:61) , as in (3) Pima similarly marks both elements of copulative compounds with plural morphology, as in (4):
In fact, however, Pima can mark both elements of all compound words with reduplication. Comparable reduplicative patterns occur in Mandarin (cf. Feng 2003) and in Sino-Korean "consecutive reduplication" (Chung 1999:170) . Each stem of a plural compound may be reduplicated, but at least one must be, meaning that a two-part compound like vàtopi-váinom 'fish-knife' may have three plurals, one with both stems reduplicated (vàptopi-vápainom) , one with only the first stem reduplicated (vàptopi-váinom) , and one with only the second stem reduplicated (vàtopi-vápainom). Our consultant, Virgil Lewis, reports no difference in meaning among plural variants like those listed in (5), and generally only memory limits the number of plurals he volunteers. ' ùs-vóog 'ù'us-vópog, 'ù'us-vóog, 'ùs-vópog 'ònk-'ús 'ò'onk-'ú'us,'ò'onk-'ús,'ònk-'ú'us 'uvula' (throat-bell) bà 'itk-kámpañ bàba'itk-kákampañ, bàba'itk-kámpañ, bà'itk-kákampañ 'wagon' (tree-car) 'ùs-kálit 'ù'us-káklit, 'ù'us-kálit, 'ùs-káklit We will come back to the variation among plural forms in section 5 below.
3.
Pseudo-Compounds Pima borrowed words with non-initial stress (section 1.3) may indicate their plural by reduplicating both the initial syllable and the stressed vowel (cf. Saxton, Saxton, and Enos (1983: xvi) for Papago): e.g., màmlóloma 'acrobats'. However, such words typically have more than one plural form, following the same pattern of multiple reduplication that we saw with the compounds in (5). Either or both of the secondary and main stressed portions of the word may reduplicate to indicate the plural, as in (6), again with no reported difference in meaning:
Other than compounds, borrowed words of this type are the only uninflected Pima words with non-initial primary stress, the only words that reduplicate more than one syllable of the base, and the only words that regularly have more than one plural. The pattern of variable multiple plural marking in these borrowings can be attributed to the fact that they have non-initial primary stress. Because this property is unique to compounds in the native vocabulary these words have been reanalyzed as "pseudo-compounds," despite their having only one semantic head (Riggle and Munro 2004) .
Following the pseudo-compound analysis, we separate the two parts of such words, each of which behaves as a (pseudo-)stem, with a hyphen (just as though they were ordinary native compounds), as in (7). (In this we follow Saxton, Saxton, and Enos (1983) , who use the hyphen as a diacritic to indicate that exceptional stress occurs on the following vowel.) (7) gloss and etymology
As (7) shows, when the second element of the pseudo-compound is reduplicated, length corresponding to the stress in the Spanish source word is lost. Plurals like vìpil-gógodii and 'à-ñíñil with short stressed vowels show non-initial stress which is not dependent on non-initial vowel length. Parallel analyses of loanwords following native morphological patterns occur in many languages: for example, Swahili kitabu 'book', borrowed from Arabic kitaab, is analyzed as ki-tabu, a member of noun class 7-8, with plural vi-tabu (Tom Hinnebusch and Leston Buell, p.c.) . Similarly, Martin (2004) shows that French loans into Malagasy with the same prosodic patterns as compounds in the native lexicon show exceptional compound-like behavior in reduplication.
It would certainly be possible to formulate an analysis of multiple plural marking in these loans because of their stress, rather than morphological reanalysis, but this approach ignores the existence of precisely similar multiple plural marking in compounds. Claiming that these two patterns of optional multiple reduplication have unrelated motivations, one prosodic and the other morphological, misses a major generalization. Alternatively, attributing both patterns to prosody and not morphology ignores the connection between multiple marking in Pima compounds and multiple marking in compounds crosslinguistically. Thus, the pseudo-compound analysis is not only simpler but also significantly more illuminating from a cross-linguistic perspective.
Lexicalization of Compounds and Pseudo-Compounds
Many Pima compounds illustrate different processes of lexicalization and reanalysis. For example, the meaning of many compounds, including some of those in (5), is not derived componentially. The same conventionalization is confirmed by Saxton, Saxton, and Enos (1983) Reduplicated forms in compounds may differ from those of the corresponding independent words. The two stems that combine to form the compound 'small dragonfly sp.' in (9), múuki 'corpse' and jíviadam 'arriver', each have suppletive plurals, but in the compound regular plurals emerge, parallel to the behavior of English lexicalized compounds like Toronto Maple Leafs:
The most striking change that accompanies the lexicalization of compounds is the reanalysis of their atypical non-initial stress. This reanalysis is especially frequent with pseudo-compounds: their first syllable acquires native-like primary stress while stress (and consequently length) on the originally stressed non-initial syllable is lost. Nativized words (10) reduplicate only their initial syllable:
(10) gloss and etymology
Although the words in (10) are documented only in the reanalyzed form with initial stress, there are numerous other borrowed words that alternate (for a single speaker, such as our Pima consultant; between speakers; or between Pima and Tohono O'odham) between a pseudo-compound form with non-initial stress (like those in (7)) and a reanalyzed initially stressed form (like those in (10)), thus supporting the notion of a gradual historical reanalysis of all such forms. 3 In (11), unmarked forms are Pima, and Tohono O'odham words (from Saxton, Saxton, and Enos 1983) 4 are preceded by TO.
(11) gloss and etymology
pseudo-compound nativized form
Again, only the initial primary stressed syllable of nativized loans is reduplicated.
(12) kòs-ñél 'cook' (pseudo-compound) pl. kòks-ñél, kòks-ñéñel, kòs-ñéñel kósñel 'cook' (nativized) pl. kóksñel; *kóksñeñel, *kósñeñel In a few cases, the reanalyzed form with initial stress may be anticipated by 3 It is possible that more recently speakers have re-borrowed some words as pseudo-compounds, beginning the cycle of nativization again. 4 Here and below we have adapted the Saxton, Saxton, and Enos (1983) Undoubtedly, one of the things that speeds the reanalysis of pseudocompounds is the fact that they have only one semantic head. In some cases, speakers may folk-etymologize pseudo-compounds (even bilingually) so that they more clearly contain two heads. As (14) shows, the Spanish Noche Buena 'Christmas Eve' was originally borrowed as Nòji-wíino (Nòji-víino in earlier Pima), which was presumably a semantically opaque pseudo-compound for most speakers. In current Pima, this is Ñeòsh-víino; Ñeósh means 'God' (itself a loan from Spanish Dios), and Mr. Lewis has suggested that 'Christmas Eve' comes from Spanish Dios viene 'God comes'.
(14) Sp. Noche Buena 'Christmas Eve' (lit. 'good night') > earlier Pima and current TO Nòji-wíino > current Pima Ñeòsh-víino
The less clear the evidence for two semantic heads, the more likely the reanalysis, and indeed, most cases of reanalyzed compound stress that we have identified are in loanwords. However, the same process occurs in native compounds 5 like (15), which is presented with Mr. Lewis's suggested etymology:
(15) hoáshom 'deerskin medicine bag' < hoá 'basket' + shóoma 'sewn item' pl. hoáhashom Alternatively, Saxton, Saxton, and Enos (1983) relate this word to huái 'deer'. Clearly, once such a word is relexicalized with its original compound stress reanalyzed, its etymological word structure is less accessible. Like the nativized pseudo-compounds, reanalyzed native compounds have only one plural.
The Productivity of Compounding
Pima compounds may also be productively formed with more than two stems, the last of which receives primary stress. Since each stem may optionally be marked with plural reduplication, there is extensive variation. In general, if there are n stems, there are 2 n 1 plural variants. Thus, a compound with three stems will have seven plurals, varying by whether three, two, or just one stem is reduplicated.
(16) ['us-kàlit] Note that pseudo-compound loans show the same pattern of optional reduplication in compounds as they do in isolation (so the stems we refer to may be pseudostems). Thus, even if there aren't n distinct morphemes, there can still be 2 n 1 plurals in apparent free variation. With four (pseudo-)stems a compound will have 15 plurals, as in (17). (17) [vil-gòodii] 
The basic generalization is that the initial consonant of each stem (or pseudostem) may optionally be reduplicated but at least one stem must be marked with plural morphology in every plural compound. Thus, with five stems, a compound will have 31 plural forms. This is illustrated in (18). 
(18) [li-mìida]-[hoas-hà'a]-[dágkuanakud:]

6.
A Formal Account of Local Optionality The multiple marking of plurals in compounds can be derived with a positionally indexed Base-Reduplicant faithfulness constraint (cf. Nelson 2003 , Riggle 2003 .
(19) BASE/REDUPLICANT-MAX-C 1 :
The initial consonant of each stem must be copied in reduplication.
We can restrict multiple reduplication with a countervailing force that penalizes surface forms with multiple exponents of the plural morpheme:
Multiple expression of a single input morpheme is penalized.
Free variation in plural reduplication in Pima shows what Vaux (2003) calls "sequential optionality." This presents a challenge for OT analyses of variation that rely on variation in constraint ranking to select varied output forms (Anttila 1997, Boersma and Hayes 2001) . Because there is only one ranking per derivation a sort of all-or-nothing behavior is predicted. This is illustrated in (21) below. If B/R-MAx-C 1 is ranked above *MULTEX, candidate a is selected and each stem is marked with reduplication. With the inverse ranking, candidate b or c will win and only one stem will be reduplicated. Reranking the constraints predicts either that all of the stems should will show reduplication or that only one stem will show reduplication. This is problematic when forms with more than two stems are considered because there is no way to generate an "intermediate" alternative like the one in (22b) below in which only a few of the stems show reduplication.
RED+vil-gòodii-pas-tíil 'apricot-pie' *MULTEX B/R-MAx-C 1 a.
vil-gòodii-pas-títil *** b.
vil-gògodii-pas-títil * ! * ! * c.
vipil-gògodii-paps-títil *** To generate candidates like (22b), we will borrow the notion of optionality from rule-based grammars, but because OT constraints embody phonological principles, we won't simply make them turn off some of the time. Instead, following Boersma and Hayes (2001) and Anttila (1997) , we'll generate the different outputs in free variation by reranking the constraints in the grammar. The tricky part is capturing the local character of the optionality. To do this, we allow constraints to be reranked within a single derivation rather than just between derivations. In (23) we represent B/R-MAX-C 1 twice, once above 6 Alternatively, we might pit B/R-MAX-C 1 against *STRUCTURE (Zoll 1993) or a constraint barring discontinuous expression of morphemes. Our focus here is on the interaction between these drives, not on capturing the general cross-linguistic dispreference for multiple expression of morphemes. 7 For concreteness we assume that Pima reduplicants (boldfaced in the examples below) appear immediately to the right of material they copy (following Riggle 2003; section 1.1), but note that no aspect of our analysis hinges crucially on this assumption. *MULTEX and once below it.
In this tableau, potential loci for the violations of the optionally ranked constraint are enclosed in parentheses. Each violation must be assigned to exactly one of its potential locations.
In (23) The key to avoiding this type of problem is to make sure that a given violation is treated the same way across the candidates. To do this we extend the segmental indexing of correspondence theory (McCarthy and Prince 1995) to the violations themselves, giving each star the index of the segment that caused it, as in (24) 
Thus, the violations of B/R-MAx-C 1 are either indexed with 1 for the initial consonant of the first stem or with 4 for the initial consonant of the second stem. Candidate d shares an index 4 violation with candidate b (because they both fail to copy the initial consonant of the second stem) and also shares an index 1 violation with candidate c (because they both fail to copy the initial consonant of the first stem). In this sense the violations incurred by candidate d are a true superset of those incurred by either b or c. Using indices on the violations allows us to formulate the following principle on evaluation with optionally ranked constraints:
(25) CONSISTENCY OF EVALUATION:
In choosing how to assign the violations of a given optionally ranked constraint, all violations with the same index must be assigned to the same column.
If the CONSISTENCY OF EVALUATION principle is obeyed, then every assignment of the violations of the optionally ranked constraint B/R-MAX-C 1 will yield an attested plural variant as a potential optimal output. For instance, in (26), we've shown the case where every violation of the optionally ranked constraint has been assigned to the A column: this selects candidate f (where each stem is reduplicated). Demoting some or all of the violations to column B selects different candidates as optimal.
'apricot-pie' RED + v 1 il-g 4 òodii-p 8 as-t 11 íil A B/R-MAX-C 1 *MULT EX B B/R-MAX-C 1 a.
vil-gòodii-pas-títil ( * ) 1 ( * ) 4 ( * ) 8 ( ) 1 ( ) 4 ( ) 8 b.
vil-gògodii-pas-títil ( * ) 1 ( * ) 8 * ( ) 1 ( ) 8 c.
vipil-gòodii-pas-títil ( * ) 4 ( * ) 8 * ( ) 1 ( ) 8 d.
vipil-gògodii-paps-tíil ( * ) 11 ** ( ) 11 e.
vipil-gòodii-paps-títil ( * ) 4 ** ( ) 4 f.
vipil-gògodii-paps-títil *** 7. Summary In this paper we have presented a description of Pima compounding and pseudocompounding (by which borrowed words with anomalous non-initial stress are analyzed as compounds because of their similarity to native compounds). Both compounds and pseudo-compounds show variable reduplicative plural marking: while plural must be marked at some point, any number of the stems in a compound may be reduplicated. Certain older Pima compounds have various lexicalized features, and both pseudo-and native compounds may be regularized with non-compound initial stress. Finally, we've outlined a strategy for generating local optionality in Optimality Theory.
